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This paper refers to steels that have evolvcd from ferritic stainless steels and havc
been variously designated as 'weldable rerritics' and 'utility rerritics'.
As these 'new age' stcels now bear such slight resemblance to the rcrritics. we
have chosen to refer to them as lean~alloy dual-phase (LADP) steels to distinguish
them from their progenitors.

Signposts
Long the Cinderella of thc stainless-sleel fumily, lean-alloy
utility ferritic stainless steels have rapidly come of age in
the past ten years. While the ferritic steels have generally
been caught in the evolutionary trap of their metallurgical
and marketing limilations, the new utility chromium steels
have been engineered for the general-purpose and structural
markets.
The signposts to this structural opportunity were visible
when the first SeHland Container.'\ were framed in the now
historical Crucible E-4 over twcl1IY years ago. But a rar
more significant signpost has been the outstanding perror~
mance of a broad spectrum of sophisticaled static and
dynamic loaded structures that now lead the stale of the art
in transportation.
This developmcnt has been catnlysed by the invention
and develop men I of better steels at better prices usi ng better
design technology available from new CAD software and
ASCE design codes.
The awareness of a need for more-stable long~life materials has been emphasized by the automotive industry. It has
switched to sophisticated galvanized and protection systems
with life warranties in response to consumer logic and the
demand for overall cost-effectiveness in use. II is no longer
acceptable to write off a car body in marine or salty road
conditions over the relatively short lifetimes experienced up
lo the mid 1980's.

Bettel" Steels
MS&A's work on lean-nlloy stainless mewlJurgy (described
in 1. Hewitt's paper 'High-chromiulll controlJed-hardenability' at this Conference) has produced the means for optimal alloy permutations and combinations ror improved properties and simplified process routes. This, in turn. has perl11it~
ted optimal cost alloying. The result has becn a selection of
mechanical properties, improved weldabilily. and superior
corrosion resistance without stress--corrosioll cracking.
This extension of metallurgical understanding beyond the
Kaltenhauser formula has also extended the family of IC:JIlalloy dual-stabilized/dllal-phase (LADP) utilily stainless

sleels lip to and including 18 per cent chromium steel with
the superior mechanical welding characteristics
the cur~
rcnl statc-of-lhe-an 3CR 12.

or

Better Prices
The theoretical possibility of producing a 12 per cent
chromium stainless steel at the base carbon~steel price plus
the cost of Ihe alloying clements is a clearly attainable scenario, :.Ind in time should lead to a cost premium of less
lhan 400 US dollars per tonne over the carbon~steel base.
The processes and process routes for this to happen are
proven. and simplified production loops have already
demonstraled a halving of direct production costs.

New Age Materials
Many of the new age materials de'll with the everyday
catastrophic phenomenon of rust and rust-aided abrasion.
which costs the world 4 per cent of its gross earnings (the
equivalent or an unllual OPEC crisis).
The paint, galvanizing, and coating industries have done
a lIseful job in helping 10 treat the symptoms, but the steel
industry has been slow to address the cause. And so. the
appalling cost of rust in terms or wasted man hours, productivity. energy. and even lives, continues. Steel's vulnerability is Ihe market opportunity or the 'new age malerials'
(plastics, ceramics, and composites), which now focus on
the low. high. and middle ground of the 'corrosion' markel.
The steel industry has remained linked to the rust cycle for
its demand momentum and its scrap supplies, and on the
coating industries for performance enhancement.
The emergcnce and recognition of the new age (LADP)
steels in Europe is therefore an important event in steel's
evolutionary history. and affirms their role as technically
advanced new age materials. (The Technical Editor of the
English Sill/day Tillles refers to 3CR 12 as the 'l'teel over~
hauled to fight plastics'.)
Today. the forerunner or this generation, 3CR I2, is Ihe
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TABLE I
SOME NOMINAL COMPOSITiONS QFTHE NEW 12 PER CENT rHROMIUM STEELS

T;

Ni

Type

SlrUClllrC

C

Cr

409

F~rrilil:

0.025

11,0

408

Fcrrilic

0.025

12.0

AM-363

Martcnsitic

0.04

115

4.0

0.9

Other

0.5
0.4

E-4

Martcilsilic

0.05

11.25

3eRI2

Dual phase

0.025

I [,SO

0.6

lA003

Martcllsilic

0.020

Jl,O

U.s

0.7

Nh 1.0 AI

O.s

0.:'

1.25 Mn.N
1.00 Mn.N

TABLEO
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES IN COMPARISON WITH AUTOMOTIVE STEEL')

Type

Yield sln;nglh, MP"

Ultimate lcnsik strength. MPa

Elong. %

OBIT

-HllJ

234

448

32

R.T.+

40X

358

517

27

RT.

AM-3() 3

724

848

12

-45 C

E-4

276

-183

355

560

29
29

-50C

lCRl2
1.4003

5(){)

25

-50C

AI (5;(xx) 1/2 HARD

320
2(){)

300

18

None

304

260

560

40

-200C

CRI

104 (min)

280 (min)

38 min

+ 10-25 C

D·P

345

415

25

-IS/50C

-30C

1 he development of dual-phase and aCicular HSLI\ sleeis has allowed property (lpIIIllIZ;1110n by COnSlltUllonal allo)'lI1g and cOlllrollccl roiling to ohl.lIn
improved yield strenglh in lhe as-rolled condilinn
These principles :lre metallurgically viable for (he I 1/12% Cr sleels. and considerable work has been done on the delermin(llinn of the optimum nlloy content
10 achieve slain less steels with controlled transfonmnion/hardenabiliry. thus avoiding expensive heatlreallnents
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material of choice in the major coal, sugar, power, transportation, and petrochemical industries. while new related
steels arc expanding the usage horizon still further.

The new generalion of LADP steels (Table I) have
improved weldability and properties in thick and thin sections with higher proof strengths than the austenitic steels,
are potcntially half Ihc cost (at currcnl nickcl prices), and
are extremely easy to form, weld, and fabricate. Their
mechanical properties match those of the generally used
structural steels as shown in Figures I and 2 and Table II.
While the mechanical properties of LADP stcels compare
well with those or carbon steel, their key design feature is a
corrosion resistance over 200 times better. This means that
the designer can omit the corrosion allowances built into
heavy chassis, beams, and load-bearing elements. He can
also design differently, and introduce integral space frames
or monocoque structures that are lighter, stronger, and
safer, and that will outlast carbon-steel products many limes
over.
Corrosio1l re.<;is!allce has finally hecome a key parameter
ill a /lew generation o/.\'l.ructural-sTeel design.

Production Technology
The new production technology is elegantly simple and
applicable to both stainless-stcel and mild-steel facilities.
The process of carbon steelmaking rind stainless-steel making are essentially the same. Both are melted, cast, rolled,
annealed. and pickled. Melting. annealing, and pickling
Icchnology may valY but, for a Iypical 12 pcr ccnt LADP
stainless steel, it is theoretically and practically viable to
follow the same flowchart and lise the same equipment with
the simple addition of argon or vacuum refining (Figure 3).
INCSAC I
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FIGURE 3. HOl-slrip flowchart. showing the modifications required for
the production of 3CR [2

This means that the full economy of scale of a modern carbon-steel mill can be applied La the mass production of
these sleels.
An innovation by the producers of 3CR 12 now eliminates

the cosIly step of annealing after hot-rolling, offering major
benefits to hot mills with limited or no annealing facilities.
The common problem of slab cracking during the cooling

of ferritic stainless steel has also been eliminated, together
with Ihe costly need to hoI-grind (al 200 to 300°C) and hOIcharge slabs prior to rolling. The slabs are stable, can be
stored or 'banked', and can be cold-ground.
Pickling proeodures have been developed to enable pickling in all the standard pickling acids used for stainless or
mild steels. Most 3CR 12 plate 'II present is pickled in
hydrochloric acid.
WiTh the currel11 growth hI demand Jor these ejjiciellt,
low-cost utility stailliess steels. the convergence of cnX! with
those of coaled steels and fabricated componel11S \Viii have
{{ profound ejfect Oil demand, with a lIalurel! trend fUwards
prodllctioll ill higller-volumc. /OIv-uverhead l/Ii/ls.

History and Evolution
It is a maller of historical fact that the unique structural
properties of all stainless steels have been sadly neglected
owing to an almost complete absence of encoded uscful
information for structural cngineers. This appalling state of
affairs was nt last partially remedied when the properties of
cold-fanned sections were codiried for general use by the
AISI and ASCE in 1991.
For the first time, structural engineers are able to use
internationally acceptable design references. and for the
first time stainless steels arc officially recognized as structural steels. (Much more sponsored work still needs to be
done to include hot scctions, to broaden the usability of
limit-stale design [echnology, and to promote the use of the
codes
themselves.)
However,
there
have
been
entrepreneurial mileslOnes on the road to structural viability
in which individual companies have effectively used the
unique structural qualities or stainless stcels.
The outstanding performance of the precipitation-hardened grades in highly strcssed aircraft landing gear is
already archival. So is rigidized stainless sheet, the Budd
rai I car, the Sinowski Dome, the thin-skin Clover Leaf wine
tank, the GM bus, the Sealund imermodel container design,

and the stainless rebar reinforcement of Alpine tunnels.
For 75 years, chromium ferriLic stainlcss steels have
shared with the mm1cnsitic stainless steels the generic defecl
of poor weldabi1ity. As a result, they were used for specialized thin-gauge applications in which they soon dominated
the market. This dominance by ferritic stainless steel of the
industries producing automotive exhausts, domestic kitchen
sinks, utensils, trim, and appliances needs no review; nor
does the dominance by martensitic stainless steels of the
markets for razor blades, surgical instruments, cutlery, cutting tools, and specialized high~temperature products.
Ironically, the wcldability problcm with chromium steel
that plagued Brearley in 1913 IVas to remain for 65 years, a
sad case of metallurgical neglecl.
The gencric dcJ't::l:t of single-phase grain growth and
embritLiement was partially solved by the 409 cOlllainer
grades of the 1970·s, but was finally overcome by the work
on 3CRI2 over the past ten years. Today, via k.now-how
arrangements, technical agrecmcllls. and independent
research, European mills have added their technology to the
dual-phase database, while in South Africa ncw research
has achieved major breakthroughs in process economics
and weldabilily.
MealIlvhile Ih" 220 000 kl of 3CR 12 operaling cosl-effectively ill widely diverse indu.Hries in Europe, Aji-ica, and
Australia i,'i a market fest thar demonSTrates its massive
potential worldwide.

Design Revolution
Design confidence in the user-friendliness and good
mechanical properlies or 3CR 12 has grown, calalysed by
the design of more efticienl structures. The excellent corrosion resistance has eliminated the need for corrosion
allowances, and has seen the introduction of ultra-long life,
high pay-load monocoque, and integrally safe vehicles.
The intelligent use of sophisticated software programs
has also created a new role for LADP stainless steel as <1
competitive and optimal material of construction. The
application of new CAD software to stainless-steel design
hus reduced construction costs, improved payloads,
increased operational lives, and greatly improved user safety. As a result of these new standards of performance,
major international specifiers are selecting low-alloy stainless steel for a variety of static and dynamically loaded
strw.:tures ranging from electrification masts to road vehicles and railway rolling stock (Figures 4 and 5).

New Stainless-steel Designs of Vehicles
All important design breakthrough for modified 12 pCI' cent
chro:llium steels was the use of the E4 variant in the
General Motors Rapid Transit City Bus. This was an integral monocoque shell in A1S1 409 stainless steel, spot welded to E-4 'carline' ponal frames. The buses entered service
in 1977 and havc been produced at rates of up to 1000 per
year to the current time. Minimum service lives of 15 to 20
years are now well established, with the fleet now recording
over 1,5 million miles per day!
The British development programme for 3CR 12 vehicles
was designed to further optimize performance, safety, and
efficiency with lighter, high-tech space-frame structures.
This was ilchieved with the surprising bonus of first cost
savings. which make the designs immediately competitive
with their carbon-steel and aluminium counterparts.
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FIGURE 4. Some uses of LADP sl:linlcss steel
~upport (UK). (3) 3CR 12 bulk conveyor (UK), (4) 3CR 12 road sweeper
(UK), (5) 3CR 12 I'cl'lilizcr rail hoppers (Belgium). (6) 3CR 12 lank-trainer frame (UK)

(I) 3CR 12 integral '425' safety frame (UK). (2) 3CR 12 British Rail clcctril1calion
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In the case of the Integral 425 coach (Figure 6), the
immediate benefits were
about Lwice the rollover sLrcngth of conventional vehil:les
better fuel economy. saving the full cost of the vehicle in
its tirst ten years of opcmtion (Figure 7)
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increased payload (up to 5 extra passengers)
a marginally lower cost of production resulting from savings in material mass, including 300 kg of twin-pack
epoxy protective coating and wax filling of tubular members (Figure 8).
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Similar benefjls accrue to the front-line Peugeot ambulance and the Ava SPOltS car, where the lighter, more rigid
bodies also greatly improve acceleration and roadholding
(Figure 9).

?C::::::=jr--i[i~B.2~IJl\.. . .

and functional features were then developed by the design
team, followed by finite element analysis for structural
refinement and optimization. Finally, crash/rollover simulation to show the rollover deflections was carried out on the
Cranfield Crash D programme to comply with ECE
Regulation 66 (Figure 12).
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FIGURE 9. Rigid slainlcss-steel ambulance spaccframc permits independent suspension for ~lIer handling

The LADP's have also enabled significant advances to be
made in the design of rail-freighters and coal hoppers in
South Africa and Queensland (Australia), with tare reductions of up to 50 per cent and payload increases of 45 per
cent (Figures 10 and I I).

End View ot Coach Bay
FIGURE 12. CRASHD result. stage D-strueture enters survival spuce
deneetion of loaded points '= 360 mm

In the case of the sports cars, a monocoque 'integral complex beam' body was designed. Here, again, the lightness,
rigidity, and robustness of the structural shell is demonstrated by 26 top three placings in 76 British hill-climbing
competitions (Figure 13). To dat.e, the outstanding pelfor-

FIGURE 13. 3CR 12 car mOllocoque, 15 per cent of unladen weight

FIGURE 10. 3CRI2 Jumbo CCL coal wagons being llllloaded:1I Richards
Bay. Natal

mance features of the large commercial-production vehicles
have been demonstrated over 10 million vehicle miles of
service operation. There are now 100 buses in service with
the London Bus Company, and another 100 coaches in service throughout Europe with a variety of coach operators,
including the Gatwick-Hcathrow Speedlink.
The Ava sports car is produced for a limited enthusiast
market, and bas already set new styling trends, including
some flattering likenesses from Lotus and Mazda.

Economics
c::::::l Tara 4000 kll. Payload 64 000 kg. 3CA12 40-yoa' Ufo.
_

Tara 8000 kg. Payload 51! 000 kg. Mild stoaVCOrtan, 1st mrunllnBllCo 6 yoms

FIGURE 11. An example of 3CR 12 in railtranspnrl design. A Illollocnqlle
approm'h for high-capacity coal wllgons has ill lowed <145 per cent increase
in payload and a 50 per cent reduction in weight. in addition to signilicam
life improvements

The coach, bus, and ambulance designs substituted lightweight, rigid tubular space frames for the conventional
body-on-chassis designs. The tubular elements were selected by a CAD system ('WEST'-Weight Effective
Structural Tubing), which optimizes llIbular structural elements and utilizes the work-hardening characteristic of
stainless steel in the retangular-section product. Body shape

The key to the low-cost stainless-steel body frame is that
the stainless-steel core structure contributes only 15 to 20
per cent to the overall vehicle's mass and less than 2 per
cent to the vehicle's sales value. With monocoque or integral space-frame construction, the design is therefore relatively insensitive to material cost. However, the structural
strength, ease of assembly and welding, and corrosion resistance of low-alloy stainless steel, enable design optimization to offer a first cost saving over the conventional standard materials of construction (including coated carbon
steels and aluminium).
The advanced composites, including carbon-fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP), while structurally attractive, have
not yet demonstrated commercial viability, the costs still
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being regarded as prohibitive, although viable for satellitc
and Formula r designs. Their cun-ent energy cost of 100
times their own weight in oil remains a major obstacle for
volume production.
The advent of computer-aided design and innovative,
computer-literate designers has opened a new window of
opportunity for stainless-steel structures. The demonstration
of first cost savings, in addiLion to major lifecycle and safety advantages over competitive materials, promises to
change the map of stainless-steel specitication.
The past instability of nickel supply and pricing has
raised the vulnerability of the stainless-steel industry and
the role of nickel as a potential limitation to growth.
The molybdenum shortages of the 1970's resulted iu permanent substitution of the molybdenum grades. Similarly,
the nickel fluctuations of 1988 and the new resulting price
plateaus wilJ result in more substitution by alternative materials. And if these needs are not met by the stainless-steel
i_ndustry, they will be met by alternative materials.
It is perhaps of some comfort that 40 per cent of the coldrolled nickel stainless-steel market's needs can be met by
the cold-rolled fCITitic and low-alloy stainless steels, and
over 20 per cent of the hot-rolled by the new age LADP
stainless steels referred to in this paper.

The Marketing Opportunity
The marketing horizon bas now expanded for stainless-steel
producers locked into the cycle of tluctuating over- or
under-production, and the rigid demands of specific<aionbound capital projects.
The opportllnity dearly extends illto the largest engineering commodity market in the world, the 800 Mt/a carbo1/.steel market, and a I per cent penetration wou.ld double
stainless-steel prodllction.
The LADP steels provide this opportunity but demand a
commitment to constructive market development.
Figures 14 and IS show how the rapid growth rates of
South Africa and Australia are now being attained in
Europe, and how current sustained growth can achieve
megaton demand if market development is contained on a
broadening front. Today, many new plants, structures, and
vehicles are showing not only major lifecycle cost benefits
bUl also savings on initial construction costs. The economic
arguments are compelling. Typical paybacks are measured
in days rather than years, and range from a first cos I saving
in the case of an integral vehicle to 180 days in the case of a
Sligar-diffuser baftle plate.

If nickel costs maintain this higher plateau, the market
demand for lower-priced available stainless steels will have
to be translated into the supply of chromium stainless steel
if the industry is to retain its position.
Chromium ores and alloys are abundant commodities
with multiple geographic sources and expanding production. The known reserves can serve the needs of the stainless-steel industry for a thousand years. The industry has
successfully used substitutes for, or avoided, the short-supply alloys-nickel and molybdenum-but cannot replace
chromium.
The first-generation chromium ferritic steels, successful
as they were, had serious barriers to acceptance as generalpurpose steels. The new generations supercede these bi:UTiers, and offer properties that have attracted both the carbonsteel and stainless-steel user industries.
The imperative for participation in the development and
mrn-keting of these chromium steels is logical and immediate. It is time for the steel industry to compete aggressively
in the new matetials field using new products and new concepts.
Long products of 3CR12, an area that has remained relatively untested, are discussed in the Addendum.

The Production Opportunity
The case and economy of production of the new-generation
dual-phase ferritic steels is now established technology.
Their ease of production by the producers of both stainless
steel and ern-bon steel is proven. The synergy of stainlesssteel technology (in melting, refining, and casting), with
carbon-steel rolling technology is a reality.
The process for second-generation 3CR12 eliminates the
costly bottleneck of hOl-band annealing by controlled cooling, thus freeing valuable continuous-annealing plant
capacity. This is a significant facilitator for stainless-steel
producers and an incentive for mild-steel producers. The
production flowchart to convert a mi ld steel to the new generation ferritic steel now has one addition-an argon refining vessel-and one subtraction-the hot-band annealing
furnace (Figure 3).
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Efficient design with this steel makes equipment not only
cheaper to run but cheaper to install and safer to operate.
This has been confirmed by multiple examples in the sugar,
coal, transportation, power, and petrochemical indusu-ics,
contributing to significant growth in demand over the past
ten years.
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From Niche to Commodity
Europe's penetration into the lean-alloy market in 1990 was
estimated to be over 40 kt of coil plate and sheet. European
producers forecast minimum requirements in 1999 at 100
kt, but, with the full use of new technological economies
and scales of production, this would approach I Mt based
on current usage in South Africa, Australia, and Greal
Britain.
Stainless steel's primary market support originated and
continues to be derived from the carbon-steel market.
However, inflation, the new nickel plateau. and the trended
escalation in prices have now separated these two commodities by additional thousands of dollars, rands, pounds,
and Deutsche marks. It is only in Japan that this trend has
been inhibited, and it is only in Japan that the growth of
stainless steel has been significantly higher than in the rest
of the developed world.
Tbe lean-alloy dual-phase stainless stccls clearly offer a
significant opportunity for growth from niche to major stable commodity.

Addendum: Long Products
All area that has been relatively untested, although having
enomlOUS potential for 12 per celli chromium sleeis like
3CRJ2, is that of long products. As with flat products, the
major largel marked is the replacement of carbon steels
alld galvanized or coated carbon steels.
As 'he long-product market is widely differentiated, a
realistic, qua1ltitative estimate is difficult. Estimates of the
South African market for galvanized alld carbon-sleel Long
products are shown in Table Al, together with two projections a/potentiaL market size/or 3CR12.
A I per cent projected penetration 0/ the carbon-steel
market (equivalent to tlte currenl stainless-steel share of
carbon steel) would result in a market of some /3 kt/a in
South Africa. Worldwide, long products account for some
240 Mf/a. A / per cent penetration of this tonnage could
result in worldwide sales ofsome 2,4 Mt/a.
Although the markets for these products are recognized
as being exciting, the development of products has been
slow owing to the fact thar they are primarily produced all
carbO/I-steel miLLs, where the tooling is already developed.
Most stainless-steel mills cannot justify the capital expendi!Ure on rolling mills and tooling to service an embryonic

market. Therefore, all the trials carried oUi to date have
been done by means of toll rolling at carbon-steel producers. Approximately I kt of 3CRI2 10llg products have been
rolled to date on this basis.
A brief descriptioll of the trials, market potelltials, and
associated work carried OUi in each area follows.
Wire
Approximately 400 t of wire rod in sizes 5,5, 6,0, 7,5, 8,5,
and 10 mm have been rolled on three different rolling mills
at three different steeL companies. In all cases, the rod was
succesjfully rolled withoUl changes to fumace re-heat
parameters or mill-roll design. The only modifications were
on pass settings to accommodate the different spreading
characteristics of3CR12.
Wire was drawn from tlte rod, and some problems with
drawing were experienced owing mainly to surface quality
alld descalillg-problems that should be readily resolved.
Both weld-meslt fencing and cold-drmlln nails were produced successfully from the cold-drawn wire.
Reinforcing Bar
Ribbed reinforcing steel was rolled by two steel plams all
three differellt mills in sizes ranging from 8 to 32 min. The
rolling parameters were as described above, and no undue
problems were experienced.
The use of 3CR12 reinforcing bar, wire, or mesh offers
exciting prospects for reinforced concrete in coastal or
highly corrosive environmems owing to the absence of significant corrosion and resulting spalling. Because of the
uniform stress-strain behaviour of 3CR12, there may also
be some i"'eresting possibilities in ensuring a ductile failure mode of reinforced concrete.
Structural Steel
A variety of hot-rolled structural-steel sections were hotrolled all a number of rolling mills, once again without
major changes to the reheatillg parameters or roll design.
The products rolled to date are as follows:
Equal allgles 25, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100 mm
Chanllel
100 x 50, 180 x 70, 200 x 75, 30 x 165 mm
I beam
100 x 55, 203 x 133 mm
J52 x 152, 203 x 203 mm.
H beam

TABLE AI
MARKET FOR SOlITH AFRICAN LONG PRODUCTS

Product

Carbon sleel, kl

Galvanized sleel, kt

I % carbon steel, kg

5% gnlvll1lized stccl, kg

Light/medium structural section

800

175

8,75

Wire

40

30

8.00
0,40

Fencing

105

80
4
-

1,05

4,00

Reinforcing bar
Fa....lenc:rs

Chain
Nails

330
60
16
17
1368
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3.30
0,60
0,16
0,17
13.68

t,50

0,20

14,50
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